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Abstract: We give a construction of type IIB flux vacua with discrete R-symmetries
and vanishing superpotential for hypersurfaces in weighted projective space with any
number of moduli. We find that the existence of such vacua for a given space depends
on properties of the modular group, and for Fermat models can be determined solely
by the weights of the projective space. The periods of the geometry do not in general
have arithmetic properties, but live in a vector space whose properties are vital to the
construction.
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1. Introduction
Flux compactifications of string theory provide an interesting and increasingly well-
studied avenue towards making contact with phenomenology. Compactifications with
flux can stabilize moduli, potentially eliminating one of the chief difficulties of tradi-
tional string theory backgrounds. Although interesting progress in moduli stabilization
via fluxes has been made in heterotic [1], M-theory [2] and most recently type IIA
compactifications [3], the most well-studied case remains that of compactifications of
type IIB string theory [4]. In type IIB string theory, fluxes can completely stabilize
the complex structure moduli and the dilaton, while the Ka¨hler moduli are unfixed;
it has been argued that nonperturbative effects can then in some cases stabilze these
remaining moduli [5, 6].
As there are apparently a large number of possible flux compactifications, one
is naturally led to ask about the properties that distinguish them. A particularly
interesting characteristic to understand is the presence of enhanced symmetries. Other
than the natural interest in classifying the different types of low-energy theories making
up the “landscape” of vacua [7, 8], enhanced symmetries are interesting for a number of
reasons. Discrete symmetries are useful for model-building in both phenomenological
and cosmological contexts. In addition, it has been argued that the fraction of vacua
with vanishing superpotential is associated to the prevalence of vacua with realistically
low supersymmetry breaking scale [9]; see also [10]. These vacua also have vanishing
cosmological constant at tree level and hence fit onto the “third branch” of [9], which
was argued to have different statistics than other branches; this was further studied in
[11]. Hence understanding how common such vacua are is of considerable interest.
In [12], supersymmetric1 flux vacua with vanishing (tree level) superpotential and/or
discrete symmetries were studied in compactifications with no more than one complex
structure modulus. There it was found that enhanced symmetry vacua occured in some
models but not others, though the associated geometries were naively similar. Given
that one knows these kinds of vacua are indeed present in some cases, it is clear that
it would be desirable to understand how common they are in more general cases.
Moreover, the presence of such vacua seemed in [12] to be associated with a par-
ticular mathematical structure appearing in the periods characterizing the geometry:
the periods took values in a finite-dimensional algebraic extension of the rational num-
bers, and this fact was important for obtaining a solution to the vacuum equations.
Especially considering the relevance of such arithmetic features of geometries to issues
such as attractor vacua [13], one is naturally led to wonder whether this sort of mathe-
1Here we mean vacua solving the F-flatness conditions associated to the complex structure moduli
and dilaton; when the superpotential vanishes these are supersymmetric at tree level.
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matical structure persists for more complicated models. Other work on the arithmetic
properties of Calabi-Yau geometries can be found in [14].
In this paper, we address the question of the incidence and properties of enhanced
symmetry vacua associated to geometries with more than one complex structure mod-
ulus. We focus on a particular class of spaces, the hypersurfaces in weighted projective
space, though we see no reason why our results should not generalize. We look for
constructions of the type of vacuum that was most interesting in [12]: vacua with van-
ishing superpotential enforced by a preserved discrete R-symmetry. A complementary
study, also searching for R-symmetric vacua in weighted projective spaces but using
different methods, appears in [15].
Although naively it seems the vacuum equations associated to the additional mod-
uli will greatly complicate the analysis, we obtain a construction under which these
equations become trivial. We show that if certain constraints on the fluxes can be
imposed, all vacuum equations follow and the W = 0 vacua exist. A consequence of
this is that not all complex structure moduli are fixed at tree level. Whether these con-
straints on the fluxes can hold is determined by the properties of the modular group
transformations for a particular space, and for the simplest (Fermat) hypersurfaces,
this can be determined entirely from the integer weights characterizing the projective
space. We find that, as for the one-parameter case, for a fixed number of moduli some
but not all spaces can support W = 0 vacua. Estimating how many do brings in simple
aspects of number theory, and one finds that in the most favorable cases, the number
of W = 0 vacua approaches the same scaling as the set of all vacua as the number of
moduli becomes large.
Furthermore, we find that although the mathematical structure of the periods
continues to play a vital role, in multiparameter models they generally do not live in
an algebraic field extension of the rational numbers. Instead, they generate a vector
space with basis elements generated by in general transcendental numbers, without
any natural product. The properties of this vector space are critical to the existence of
vacua.
In section 2, we review flux compactifications of type IIB string theory and the
results of [12] on enhanced symmetry vacua. In section 3 we review the relevant prop-
erties of the periods of hypersurfaces in weighted projective space. Section 4 describes
our construction of enhanced symmetry vacua, while section 5 applies the method to a
number of examples, including one outside our class of spaces. In section 6 we conclude.
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2. Review of enhanced symmetry vacua
2.1 Type IIB flux compactifications
We use the same conventions as [12]. We work with a Calabi-Yau 3-fold M and
choose a standard symplectic basis for the b3 = 2(h2,1 + 1) 3-cycles {Aa, Bb} with dual
cohomology elements αa, β
a obeying∫
Aa
αb = δ
a
b ,
∫
Ba
βb = −δba ,
∫
αa ∧ βb = δba . (2.1)
The relevant moduli are the complex combination of the RR axion and the dilaton
φ ≡ C0 + ie−ϕ, as well as the complex structure moduli, which are encoded in the
periods of the holomorphic 3-form Ω,
za =
∫
Aa
Ω , Gb =
∫
Ba
Ω , (2.2)
where the za may be used as projective coordinates on the h2,1-dimensional complex
structure moduli space, with the Gb = ∂bG(z) taken as functions of the za. Defining the
b3-vector of periods Π(z) ≡ (Gb, za), we may write the Ka¨hler potential for the dilaton
and the complex structure moduli as
K = Kφ +Kcs , Kφ = − log(−i(φ− φ¯)) , (2.3)
Kcs = − log(i
∫
M
Ω ∧ Ω¯) = − log(−iΠ† · Σ · Π) , (2.4)
where Σ is the symplectic matrix Σ ≡
(
0 1
−1 0
)
.
We turn on the RR and NSNS 3-form field strengths,
F3 = −(2π)2α′(fa αa + fa+h2,1+1 βa) , H3 = −(2π)2α′(ha αa + ha+h2,1+1 βa) , (2.5)
where flux quantization requires the b3-vectors f , h to have integer entries. The fluxes
generate a tadpole for the charge associated to the C4 field, with value
Nflux =
1
(2π)4(α′)2
∫
M
F3 ∧H3 = f · Σ · h , (2.6)
which must be canceled against negative-charge sources such as O3-planes and (p, q)
7-branes; in counting flux vacua one typically leaves this charge sink as an arbitrary
integer L and requires
Nflux ≤ L , (2.7)
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where the case of an inequality can be made up by mobile D3-branes. Most importantly,
the fluxes (2.5) induce a superpotential for the moduli φ, za given by [16]
W =
∫
M
G3 ∧ Ω = (2π)2α′ (f − φh) · Π , G3 ≡ F3 − φH3 . (2.8)
In what follows we shall set (2π)2α′ = 1. The Ka¨hler moduli ρi do not participate in
W , and as a result one may derive the no-scale relation∑
i
|DρiW |2 = 3|W |2 , (2.9)
leading to the positive-definite potential
V = eK
(
|DφW |2 +
∑
a
|DzaW |2
)
. (2.10)
We shall neglect the Ka¨hler moduli hereafter.
2.2 W = 0 vacua
We are interested in vacua that satisfy the F-flatness conditions associated to the
superpotential (2.8),
DzaW ≡ ∂zaW +W∂zaK = 0 , DφW ≡ ∂φW +W∂φK = 0 , (2.11)
as well as the satisfying the vanishing of the superpotential,
W = 0 . (2.12)
For solutions of (2.11), the tadpole Nflux (2.6) becomes positive definite, and a finite
number of vacua exist satisfying (2.7). As the charge sink L becomes large, the number
of such vacua scales as
Nvac ∼
√
L
2b3
, (2.13)
where 2b3 is the total number of fluxes. One question is then how many vacua exist
additionally satisfying (2.12). Vacua with W = 0 are supersymmetric at tree level
thanks to (2.9).
It is straightforward to show that (2.12) combined with the dilaton equation from
(2.11) is equivalent to∫
F3 ∧ Ω =
∫
H3 ∧ Ω = 0 ⇒ f · Π(za) = h · Π(za) = 0 , (2.14)
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where all dependence on the dilaton has dropped out. Hence W = 0 vacua may only
exist at points on the complex structure moduli space where the period vector Π is
orthogonal to integral flux vectors f , h; moreover to avoid a vanishing tadpole (2.6),
the vectors f and h must not be aligned. These periods must furthermore satisfy the
remaining equations (2.11) for the complex structure moduli.
In [12], examples of hypersurfaces in weighted projective space with a single com-
plex structure modulus ψ were considered. The equations (2.14) were studied at the
Landau-Ginzburg point ψ = 0, where the period vector Π acquired a particular arith-
metic structure: up to an overall constant, the components of Π took values in the
cyclotomic field Fd, the extension of the rationals by dth roots of unity, with d depend-
ing on the geometry.
This field can be viewed as a vector space over the rationals; hence f ·Π and h ·Π
can be expanded in a basis for this vector space, where the basis vectors of Fd are
generally irrational numbers, and their rational coefficients are determined by f and h.
The existence of W = 0 vacua is then conditional on whether integer fluxes f , h can
be found to cancel independently every basis vector in this space. If this is done, one
may always use the final DψW = 0 equation to solve for the dilaton φ, as φ enters in
no other equations.
The ability to find W = 0 vacua thus depends on the dimension of this “vector
space of the periods”, as a single equation like f ·Π = 0 will decompose into a number
of relations on the fluxes equal to this dimension. The hypersurface called M6 in [12]
had dimension two, and solutions were possible, while for the other three cases, the
dimension was four and not enough freedom was present in the fluxes to find solutions.
Thus the four one-parameter models, naively quite similar, had dramatically different
spectra of W = 0 vacua.
2.3 R-symmetries
The W = 0 vacua in the M6 model are accompanied by a discrete R-symmetry, a
transformation of the moduli under which W changes by a phase, “enforcing” the
vanishing of the superpotential at its fixed point ψ = 0. It is worth explaining what
constitutes a discrete symmetry in these models.
The string theory compactifications we consider each possess a modular group of
symmetries acting both on the moduli za, φ and on the fluxes f , h. The SL(2,Z) S-
duality of type IIB string theory is one example, as are geometric transformations of
the complex structure moduli space. These symmetries are most usefully thought of
as discrete gauge symmetries, since they correspond to a redundancy of the descrip-
tion: two apparent vacua related by such a transformation actually constitute only one
genuine vacuum, and this redundancy must be accounted for to properly count vacua.
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The symmetries we are interested in are not modular transformations, though they
are related. We want to consider global symmetries of the low-energy effective field
theory for the moduli. In this effective theory, the fluxes appear not as fields, but as
coupling constants. Consequently our R-symmetries will transform the moduli fields,
but in order to stay within a given effective field theory description, they must not act
on the couplings.
In fact, the R-symmetries we find act on the moduli in the same fashion as the
modular group, but leave out the transformation on the fluxes. Unlike the modu-
lar transformations, which are always symmetries, such a moduli-only transformation
need not be a good symmetry: they are symmetries only for special values of the
fluxes. When present, these are genuine global symmetries relating distinct vacua, not
redunancies of the description.2 Such a symmetry descending from a modular trans-
formation can arise for values of the fluxes that place the vacuum on the fixed locus
of that modular symmetry [12], and we will use this princple in constructing W = 0
vacua with R-symmetries.
2.4 Extension to multiparameter cases
The goal in this paper is to extend the construction ofW = 0 vacua with R-symmetries
for one-parameter cases of [12] to hypersurfaces with additional complex structure
parameters ϕA. We shall continue to look at the Landau-Ginzburg point ψ = 0 and
will look for R-symmetries descending from modular transformations rotating around
this point. The additional parameters complicate the analysis in two ways. First, the
periods now depend on the additional moduli ϕA, affecting the solution to the “flux
orthogonality” relations (2.14). Second, additional equations DϕAW = 0 also need to
be solved.
We shall describe how given a certain kind of solution to (2.14) the structure of the
periods Π are such that the DϕAW = 0 equations follow trivially. The ϕ
A moduli are
then unconstrained by the fluxes, and the DψW = 0 equation can be used to determine
the dilaton as in the one-parameter case.
Finding W = 0 vacua thus will come down to finding these particular solutions
of (2.14). As we shall show, at ϕA = 0 the periods again take values in a cyclotomic
field. Away from the locus ϕA = 0, while they in general lack arithmetic properties,
the periods still take values in a finite-dimensional vector space over the rationals. The
particular solutions in question are just choices of fluxes that solve (2.14) for this (in
general larger) vector space at ϕA 6= 0. As in the one-parameter case, where one out
2Some models have modular transformations that happen to leave the fluxes invariant; these should
be considered gauge symmetries as well, and represent an identification on the moduli space in the
low-energy theory.
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of four hypersurfaces supported W = 0 vacua, we shall find that while not all spaces
support such vacua, a substantial number do.
The construction we employ to obtain these vacua utilizes the matrix that generates
monodromy around the ψ = 0 locus on moduli space, which will make manifest that
all such W = 0 vacua are accompanied by R-symmetries. Before we can describe this
construction, we must describe the geometries and their periods in more detail.
3. Geometric considerations
In this section we review relevant properties of hypersurfaces in weighted projective
space, their mirrors and their periods. Nothing in this section is new, though our em-
phasis on the “period indices” nI and the Euler totient function φ(d) may be unfamiliar.
3.1 Hypersurfaces in weighted projective space
The period vector Π(z) depends on the particular geometry considered. The class of
Calabi-Yau threefolds we work with are all hypersurfaces in weighted projective space.
The weighted projective space WCP4k1k2k3k4k5 has weighted homogeneous coordinates
xi ∼ λkixi and degree d ≡
∑5
i=1 ki. We then define the Calabi-Yau manifold M as the
vanishing locus (with singularities resolved) of the polynomial
P (xi) ≡ P0(xi)− dψx1x2x3x4x5 +
∑
A˜
ϕA˜MA˜(xi) . (3.1)
Here P0(xi) is a suitable “defining polynomial”
P0(xi) =
5∑
j=1
5∏
i=1
x
aij
i ,
5∑
i=1
kiaij = d ∀j . (3.2)
The MA˜(xi) are a set of monomials associated with complex structure variations ϕ
A˜:
MA˜(xi) =
5∏
i=1
x
qi
A˜
i ,
5∑
i=1
kiq
i
A˜
= d ∀ A˜ , (3.3)
and in (3.1) we have separated out the “fundamental monomial” M0 = −d x1x2x3x4x5
and denoted its modulus ψ. In general not all complex structure deformations can be
expressed in terms of a monomial MA˜; these non-polynomial deformations are mirror
to Ka¨hler moduli that are not toric. We shall restrict to the case of spaces with only
monomial deformations here.
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The simplest class of such hypersurfaces occurs when each ki divides d. In this
case, aij can be chosen diagonal and P0 is then a Fermat polynomial:
P Fermat0 (xi) = x
d/k1
1 + x
d/k2
2 + x
d/k3
3 + x
d/k4
4 + x
d/k5
5 . (3.4)
We call these Fermat cases. In the non-Fermat examples, all non-degenerate models
have either a 0 or a 1 for the off-diagonal elements of aij , and take a block-diagonal
form with Fermat blocks as well as either “tadpole” xa111 x2 + x
a22
2 x3 + . . . + x
ann
n or
“loop” xa111 x2 + x
a22
2 x3 + . . .+ x
ann
n x1 blocks; see for example [17].
The defining polynomial P0 (3.2) has a set of discrete phase rotation symmetries
Tj : each Fermat-type monomial xajjj gives rise to a Zajj , while tadpole and loop blocks
give rise to Za11a22...ann and Za11a22...ann+(−1)n−1 symmetries, respectively. One linear
combination of the Tj , the “quantum symmetry” QM ≡
∏
j Tj ≃ Zd, is a trivial
identification of the homogeneous coordinates; the remaining symmetries of P0 form
the geometric symmetries GM.
The mirror ofM is formed as follows3 [19, 20]. Define the dual polynomial Pˆ0 with
transposed exponents, aˆij ≡ aji:
Pˆ0(yi) =
5∑
j=1
5∏
i=1
y
aˆij
i , (3.5)
which lives in a projective space WCP4
kˆ1kˆ2kˆ3kˆ4kˆ5
with coordinates yi ∼ λkˆiyi and degree
dˆ ≡ ∑5i=1 kˆi. The vanishing of this polynomial defines a space Ŵ, and has phase
symmetries T̂j divided into QŴ = Zdˆ and GŴ as before. The mirror W of M is then
the quotient Ŵ/H , where H is the subgroup of GŴ under which the fundamental
monomal y1y2y3y4y5 is invariant. One finds that GŴ = H × Zd, such that after the
quotient one has the symmetries
QW = GM = H × Zdˆ , GW = QM = Zd . (3.6)
The polynomial Pˆ defining the mirror is then
Pˆ ≡ Pˆ0(yi)− dˆψy0y1y2y3y4 +
m∑
α=1
ϕAMA(yi) , (3.7)
where the MA(yi) are monomials of degree dˆ invariant under H .
In what follows we will work with the mirrors W, for which there are a set of
well-studied simple cases with a small number of complex structure moduli due to the
3We assume P is transverse; more general methods involving toric geometry are discussed for
example in [18].
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restriction to H-invariant monomials; the corresponding M have a small number of
Ka¨hler moduli but in general many complex structure moduli, and are thus less useful
as examples. Our results should, however, generalize to the M models as well.
For Fermat cases, where the ki divide d and aij is diagonal, we have dˆ = d and
W is just a quotient of M = Ŵ ; Pˆ is then simply a truncation of P to monomials
invariant under H , and one may use xi in place of yi since they are defined in the
same space. We may then think of merely restricting to H-invariant monomials in M
instead of actually taking the mirror; as discussed in [21], turning on H-invariant fluxes
consistently leads to solutions in this subspace of the moduli space of M.
3.2 Periods
The periods for W may then be defined as follows [22, 17, 23]. One begins with the
fundamental period ̟0, defined by a canonical choice of holomorphic three-form and
of a B0-cycle. The integral over the cycle is evaluated and one obtains a series in 1/ψ.
For ϕA = 0 this can be written as a generalized hypergeometric function:
̟0 = qFq−1(nˆI ; mˆJ , 1, 1, 1; (
5∏
i=1
kkii ψ)
−d) , (3.8)
where the {nˆI} and {mˆJ} are determined as follows: compare the set {1/d, 2/d, . . . (d−
1)/d} with the set {1/k1, . . . (k1−1)/k1, . . . 1/k5, . . . (k5−1)/k5}, and remove from both
sets any number appearing in both (but only remove it once in each for each match);
what remains are the nˆI and the mˆJ , respectively. The integer q ≤ d− 1 is the number
of the nˆI . Note that (3.8) is a period of the mirror W, but is given in terms of the
weights ki and degree d of the original space M.
The fundamental period can be analytically continued to the region of small ψ via
an integral of Barnes type; this is done in general in [23]. The result is
̟0 = −
∞∑
n=1
Γ(n
d
)αn(d−1)/2(kk1/d1 dψ)
n−1
Γ(n)
∏k1−1
r=1 Γ(
r
k1
− n
d
)
∏5
i=2 Γ(1− kind )
, (3.9)
where k1 is the smallest of the ki, α is a d
th root of unity:
αd = 1 , (3.10)
and we have renormalized by an extra factor (2π)(1−k1)/2/ψ relative to (3.8) and to [23];
this Ka¨hler transformation assures the periods and thus the Ka¨hler potential (2.3) are
regular at ψ = 0, as W = 0 is not predictive if eK diverges.
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In what follows we specialize for simplicity to k1 = 1, which is obeyed by all our
examples. The inclusion of the neglected parameters ϕA then gives the fundamental
period
̟0 = −
∞∑
n=1
Γ(n
d
)αn(d−1)/2(dψ)n−1
Γ(n)
∏5
i=2 Γ(1− kind )
Un(ϕ
A) ≡
∞∑
n=1
cnUn(ϕ
A)ψn−1 , (3.11)
with Un(ϕ
A = 0) = 1; this will in general only be well-defined in some neighborhood of
ϕA = 0. The functional form of the Un(ϕ
A) will not matter for us.
The remaining periods are generated from the fundamental period ̟0 by a mon-
odromy action associated to the discrete symmetries GW ≃ Zd. The full polynomial
(3.1) with nonzero ψ, ϕA is not preserved by GW transformations; instead, the GW
action can be canceled by also transforming the moduli ψ, ϕA. This generates an iden-
tification on the moduli space of ψ, ϕA, since transforming the moduli can be absorbed
into a change of coordinates. This is a subgroup A of the full monodromy group of the
moduli space, with A ≃ GW ≃ Zd.
The monomials MA invariant under H transform nontrivially under GW . In par-
ticular, the fundamental monomial always faithfully represents Zd. This induces the
monodromy action on the moduli space:
A : ψ → αψ , ϕA → αQAϕA . (3.12)
The periodicities of the ϕA determined by QA will be important for us. For cases with
k1 = 1 one can take Zd to be generated by x1 → α−1x1, in which case we have QA = q1A,
with q1A as in (3.3).
From the fundamental period one may then use the monodromy A to define d− 1
additional periods:
̟J(ψ, ϕ
A) ≡ ̟0(αJψ, αQAJϕA) =
∞∑
n=1
cnα
nJUn(α
QAJϕA)ψn−1 . (3.13)
In general not all d of the periods so constructed are independent, instead q are inde-
pendent where q is the index of the hypergeometric (3.8) [17]. This generates all the
periods associated to complex structure moduli that can be written as monomial defor-
mations of the fundamental polynomial; since we focus on examples where all moduli
are of this sort, we have generated all periods from (3.13) and write b3 = q. We can
choose a basis ̟0, . . .̟b3−1 and arrange them into a vector ~̟ :
~̟ (ψ, ϕA) =
∞∑
n=1
cn~pn(ϕ
A)ψn−1 , cn = −
Γ(n
d
)αn(d−1)/2dn−1
Γ(n)
∏5
i=2 Γ(1− kind )
. (3.14)
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with (pn)J(ϕ
A) ≡ αnJUn(αQAJϕA). We shall have special use for the term at ψ = 0,
and denote the corresponding functions at n = 1 as pJ(ϕ
A) = αJU(αQAJϕA).
Finally, the symplectic basis for the periods Π (which enters into the equations
(2.11, 2.12) for vacua) is obtained from the Picard-Fuchs basis ̟ via a transformation
ΠI(ψ, ϕ
A) = mIJ̟J(ψ, ϕ
A) , (3.15)
where the matrix mIJ has rational entries [24]. As we shall discuss, the precise form of
mIJ will not be important for us. The expression (3.14), (3.15) for the periods is the
result we will use in the following sections.
Note that not all values of n in the expansion (3.14) have nonzero coefficients cn.
The Γ-functions in the denominator have poles, killing the coefficient, whenever
n =
dℓ
ki
, (3.16)
for any positive integer ℓ and any ki with i = 2, 3, 4, 5. It is easy to see that the values
of n having nonzero cn are periodic mod d; and moreover those values 1 ≤ n ≤ d with
nonzero cn, call them the nI , are precisely the integers
nI = dnˆI , (3.17)
with the nˆI as given below (3.8). We call the nI , which are b3 in number, the period
indices.
The period indices will play an essential role in our analysis, so we mention a
few of their properties. They are determined solely by the ki defining the weighted
projective space. The set contains at minimum those integers 1 ≤ nI < d that share
no common factors with d. The number of such integers is the definition of the Euler
totient function φ(d). Hence we have in general
φ(d) ≤ b3 < d . (3.18)
As we shall see, whether b3 > φ(d) or b3 = φ(d) will determine whether there may be
or may not be R-symmetric W = 0 vacua at ψ = 0 in a given model.
4. Construction of W = 0 vacua
With this description of the periods in hand, we go on to construct vacua satisfying
DW = W = 0. The equations DφW = W = 0 (2.14) at ψ = 0 become using (3.14)
f˜ · p(ϕA) = h˜ · p(ϕA) = 0 , (4.1)
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where p(ϕA) is (up to an overall coefficient) the ̟ period vector at ψ = 0, and f˜J ≡
fI mIJ and h˜J ≡ hI mIJ are vectors of rational numbers. If a solution to these “flux
orthogonality” equations exists for rational f˜ , h˜, we can always scale up to find a
set of integer solutions for f , h; hence merely to demonstrate existence of vacua, we
do not need to know the values of mIJ , just that they are rational. We first discuss
the algebraic properties of these equations, before turning to the remaining DW = 0
equations and a construction for a solution.
4.1 The vector space of periods
For given ϕA, the elements of the vector pJ(ϕ
A) ≡ αJU(αQAJϕA) are in general not
rational, but instead generate a vector space V over the rationals, the “vector space of
periods”, with basis
basis V = {U(ϕA), αU(αQAϕA), . . . αb3−1U(αQA(b3−1)ϕA)} . (4.2)
Satisfying (4.1) by tuning the rational rescaled fluxes f˜ , h˜ can only be done by sepa-
rately setting to zero the rational coefficient of each basis element of this vector space.
It is thus vital for the possibility of a solution that the pJ (4.2) are not linearly inde-
pendent over the rationals; otherwise the only solution would be that all fluxes vanish.
This lack of independence will arise because of a combination of two effects.
First, the d basis elements of the cyclotomic field Fd, {1, α, α2, . . . αd−1}, are in
general not independent when d is not prime; only φ(d) are independent, where φ(d)
is the Euler totient function defined in the last section. In one-parameter models, the
functions U are absent and the vector space of periods V is simply the cyclotomic field
Fd extending the rationals by the root of unity α [12], and one has dimV = φ(d).
Secondly, in the multiparameter cases one also has the functions U(ϕA), which in
general take transcendental values. However, the U(αQAJϕA) need not be distinct for all
J , as QA may share a common factor with d, leading to U(α
QAJϕA) = U(αQA(J+DA)ϕA)
for some DA. As a result, the function U(ϕ
A) has an overall periodicity set by D =
lcm({DA}). Thus we find that pJ+D(ϕA) = αDpJ(ϕA), and such elements may be
linearly dependent regardless of the value of the ϕA.
Hence the pJ(ϕ
A) will in general obey linear relationships for arbitrary values of
ϕA, defining a vector space V over the rationals with ϕA-dependent basis elements,
satisfying
φ(d) ≤ dimV ≤ b3 < d . (4.3)
By tuning the f and h fluxes to obtain a zero coefficient for each basis element of V,
one finds a solution for (4.1) for any ϕA. If the dimension of V is equal to b3, this is
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only possible for f = h = 0. On general grounds one then expects that the dimension
of the space of orthogonal flux vectors solving either equation in (4.1) is given by
b3 − dimV . (4.4)
For fixed d and b3 this is largest when dimV = φ(d), which can only occur when the
overall periodicity D is a factor of φ(d).
As an example, consider the two-parameter model (k1, k2, k3, k4, k5) = (1, 1, 2, 2, 6);
this was studied in [21] and will be further analyzed in section 5. This model has
d = 12, and the cyclotomic field F12 has φ(12) = 4 linearly independent elements,
which can be taken to be 1, α, α2, α3 with the rest related via
α4 = α2 − 1 , for α12 = 1 . (4.5)
The monomial associated to the parameter ϕ is M = x61x
6
2 with Q = q
1 = 6, meaning
U(αQϕ) = U(−ϕ), hence with overall periodicity D = 2. For a two-parameter model
there are b3 = 6 elements of pJ(ϕ) generating the vector space of periods V,
basis V11126 = {U(ϕ), αU(−ϕ), α2U(ϕ), α3U(−ϕ), α4U(ϕ), α5U(−ϕ)} , (4.6)
but using (4.5), only the first four are independent; hence in this case dimV = φ(d) = 4,
thanks to the compatibility between the overall periodicity D and the dimension of the
cyclotomic field φ(d).
For a more complicated case where dimV > φ(d), consider another d = 12 space,
(1, 2, 3, 3, 3). The cyclotomic field is the same as the previous example, and the rela-
tion (4.5) still holds, but this time there are two additional parameters ϕ1, ϕ2 with
monomials M1 = x
4
1x
4
2 and M2 = x
8
1x
2
2, with Q1 = 4 and Q2 = 8, giving rise to over-
all periodicity D = 3. This three-parameter model has the vector space of periods
generated by the b3 = 8 elements of pJ(ϕ
A),
basis V12333 = {U(ϕ1, ϕ2), αU(α4ϕ1, α8ϕ2), α2U(α8ϕ1, α4ϕ2), α3U(ϕ1, ϕ2), (4.7)
α4U(α4ϕ1, α8ϕ2), α5U(α8ϕ1, α4ϕ2),−U(ϕ1, ϕ2),−αU(α4ϕ1, α8ϕ2)} ,
where thanks to α6 = −1 we see the last two elements are not independent; however
despite the relation (4.5) we cannot write the α4 and α5 elements in terms of the others,
because the periodicity of the U ’s is not compatible, a reflection of φ(d) = 4 not being
a multiple of D = 3. Hence in this example, dimV = 6 > φ(d) = 4.
At a specific value of ϕA the vector space in which the periods live may become
smaller; for example at ϕA = 0 it reduces simply to Fd. A more complicated example is
described for the (1, 1, 2, 2, 6) two-parameter model in sec. 8.3 of [13], where it is shown
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that solving the conditions for “attractor points” at ψ = 0 leads to a set of discrete
values for ϕ where the periods take values in the rank two vector space (and field) Q[i].
However, as we now discuss, solving the additional DϕAW = 0 equations in the fashion
we describe necessitates a solution valid for a continuous range of ϕA.
4.2 Solving remaining complex structure equations
We will find that solutions to the flux orthogonality equations (4.1) for arbitrary ϕA are
not uncommon. Consider such a solution, and try to solve the equations DϕAW = 0.
Then since W = 0, each equation reduces to
∂AW = (f˜ − φh˜) · ∂Ap(ϕA) = 0 . (4.8)
One has ∂ApJ(ϕ
A) = αJ∂AU(α
QAJϕA). The essential point is that for each A, the
∂ApJ(ϕ
A) will generate a vector space V(A) with basis elements obeying the same linear
relationships as the basis elements of V generated by the pJ(ϕA).
This occurs because the αJ coefficient is does not change, and the periodicities
of the U ’s – which are all that go into determining the linear relations on the basis
vectors – are not disturbed by the derivative. So although the elements of the basis
of the space V(A) will in general be different transcendental numbers than those of V,
their coefficients in (4.8) will be zero if the coefficients in (4.1) are.
Moreover, the f and h parts are separately zero, meaning that again the dilaton φ
drops out of the equation. Since the dilaton is completely unconstrained thus far, we
may simply use the final equation DψW = 0 to solve for it:
φ =
f · ∂ψΠ
h · ∂ψΠ . (4.9)
Hence we find that once a solution to (4.1) with the periods orthogonal to the flux
vectors is found for arbitrary ϕA , the remaining DW = 0 equations can always be
satisfied.
One can consider finding a solution to (4.1) valid only at a single point ϕA0 ; however
if this solution does not extend to a continuous family of solutions over the space of
ϕA, the DϕAW = 0 solutions will not in general be satisfied. It is not impossible that
the ranks of V and of the V(A) may all reduce at the same point, or V and the V(A)
may at a certain point become isomorphic. Such circumstances would lead to isolated
W = 0 vacua; whether they exist is an interesting open questions.
4.3 Ansatz for vacua
Consequently, finding W = 0 vacua reduces to solving the flux orthogonality equations
(4.1) over a continuous range of ϕA. To do so, we are interested finding integer b3-
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vectors gJ obeying
g · Π(ψ = 0, ϕA) = 0 . (4.10)
A solution to (4.1) will then follow setting fJ = g
(1)
J and hJ = g
(2)
J for two such vectors
g(1) and g(2), which must be non-parallel in order to produce nonzero tadpole (2.6). Our
method for finding such a vector is essentially to require the existence of an R-symmetry
in the low-energy effective theory. We do this as follows.
Consider the monodromy action A (3.12) generating phase rotations around the LG
point ψ = 0. It will be realized on the periods ΠJ as a b3 × b3 matrix AIJ representing
Zd, hence obeying A
d = 1. It has the general form
A = m ·

0 1 0 · · · 0
0 0 1 · · · 0
...
...
... · · · ...
0 0 0 · · · 1
∗ ∗ ∗ · · · ∗
 ·m−1 , (4.11)
where the rational entries on the final line are determined by the expansion of ̟b3 in
the other ̟J for each particular model. The monodromy action of this matrix on the
periods Π translates into
AΠ(ψ, ϕA) = αΠ(αψ, αQAϕA) , (4.12)
where the overall factor of α comes from our normalization of the ̟J .
As described in section 2, an R-symmetry must be a transformation on the moduli
that leaves the fluxes invariant, such that the superpotential rotates by a nontrivial
phase. Consider the action of A (3.12) some number N times on the moduli, while
holding the fluxes invariant. One has
W (φ, ψ, ϕA) = (f − φh) · Π(ψ, ϕA)→ α−N (f − φh) · AN ·Π(ψ, ϕA) . (4.13)
This can become an overall phase rotation of W if f and h are left eigenvectors of AN .
As Ad = 1, the eigenvalues of A and its powers are dth roots of unity. Since A and f ,
h all contain rational numbers, the only possible eigenvalues are ±1. Correspondingly,
our ansatz consists of looking for flux vectors g satisfying the “R-symmetry constraint”
g = g · AN , (4.14)
for some integer 1 ≤ N < d. An R-symmetry implies the vanishing of the superpotential
when the vacuum lies on the fixed locus of the symmetry, and g·Π vanishes for analogous
reasons. Given (4.12) and (4.14), we have
g · Π(ψ = 0, ϕA) = g · AN · Π(ψ = 0, ϕA) = αNg · Π(ψ = 0, αNQAϕA) . (4.15)
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We then find that flux orthogonality (4.10) follows if the R-symmetry constraint (4.14)
is accompanied by an additional periodicity condition
αNQA = 1 ∀QA . (4.16)
As discussed, the ϕA have an overall periodicity D; (4.16) then requires N = ℓD for
integer ℓ. Taking f , h proportional to such g’s then implies the existence of a Zd/N
R-symmetry
ψ → αNψ , ϕA → ϕA ⇒ W → α−N W . (4.17)
Since powers of A may also have eigenvalue −1, it is possible that the square root of
the R-symmetry constraint may also hold:
g = −g · AN/2 . (4.18)
Hence if N/2 is even, the R-symmetry may be promoted to Z2d/N :
ψ → αN/2ψ , ϕA → αNQA/2ϕA ⇒ W → −α−N/2W . (4.19)
Note that N/2 need not necessarily be compatible with the periodicity condition.
4.4 The R-symmetry constraint and eigenvalues of A
Obtaining W = 0 vacua thus comes down to imposing the R-symmetry constraint
(4.14) while satisfying the periodicity condition (4.16). To understand when we can
impose the R-symmetry constraint, we consider the eigenvalues of A.
Since Ad = 1, each eigenvalue is a dth root of unity, αl for some l. In principle we
can calculate these by determining the relation between ̟b3 and the other ̟J to fill in
the last line of the matrix (4.11), and diagonalize it. However, the eigenvalues may be
determined more simply either by using the explicit formula for the periods ̟ (3.13)
expanded in a power series in ψ, or simply from the monodromy action (4.12). Using
these one can show that
Π(n) ≡
b3−1∑
J=0
∂nψΠ(ψ, α
QAJϕA)
∣∣∣
ψ=0
∝ cn+1
b3−1∑
J=0
pn+1(α
QAJϕA) , (4.20)
is an eigenvector of A, with eigenvalue αn+1.
However, not all Π(n) are nonzero as some of the coefficients cn vanish. The coef-
ficients are nonzero precisely for the values n mod d = nJ , with the period indices nJ
given in (3.17). Hence the eigenvalues aJ of A are just
aJ = α
nJ . (4.21)
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We have established previously that there are exactly b3 nonzero nJ , giving the correct
number of eigenvalues for A.
These eigenvalues represent Zd and hence always obey a
d
J = 1. However, it is
not necessarily the case that a given eigenvalue faithfully represents Zd. When d is
not prime, there exist powers αl of α with l sharing a factor with d; one then has
(αl)d/m = 1 where m = gcd(l, d), and the eigenvalue represents Zd/m.
Eigenvalues that faithfully represent Zd will not help in imposing (4.14), as there
is no power N < d for which they become unity. Instead, unfaithful eigenvalues are
what we are looking for: by definition there exists a power
NJ ≡ d
gcd(aJ , d)
< d (4.22)
such that aNJ = +1. Thus we find the mechanism we need: for each unfaithful eigenvalue
aJ of A, there exists an NJ such that A
NJ has one nontrivial eigenvector g and the
R-symmetry constraint (4.14) can be imposed. Let us try to count these unfaithful
eigenvalues.
As remarked previously, the set {nJ} of period indices always contains at least the
integers 1 ≤ nJ < d that share no common factors with d. These are precisely the
powers leading to faithful eigenvalues αnJ : hence the (unhelpful) faithful eigenvalues
are always present. Since the number of faithful nJ is the definition of the Euler totient
function φ(d), and there are b3 of the nJ , we have
φ(d) ≤ b3 < d . (4.23)
The remaining b3 − φ(d) eigenvalues never faithfully represent Zd, since the exponents
share a common factor with d. Hence, before taking into account the periodicity
condition (4.16), we expect b3 − φ(d) independent solutions to (4.14).
In fact, one may quickly determine whether there are unfaithful eigenvalues of the
monodromy matrix simply by looking at the weights ki, as follows. Consider the prime
factors pα of the degree d. If any of the integers d/pα is absent from the set {ki}, there
is an unfaithful eigenvalue αpα (and in general others of the form αmpα for some m)
that can be used to impose the R-symmetry constraint (4.14) with N = d/pα. If all
integers d/pα are found among the ki, all eigenvalues are faithful.
The conclusion of the study of the one-parameter cases [12] was that the dimension
of the space of fluxes solving DW =W = 0 was given by the difference of the number
of fluxes, and the number of constraints placed on them by expanding the equations in
the basis of the extension over the rationals in which the periods lived – there just the
cyclotomic field Fd. For each f and h flux, this difference was just b3−φ(d), consistent
with the results found here.
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In the multiparameter case, however, one must also confront the periodicity con-
dition (4.16), as we now discuss.
4.5 The periodicity condition
For Fermat models, the periodicity D of the moduli ϕA can be calculated from the ki as
follows. Consider all sets of 2 or 3 of the ki and find the greatest common divisor. When
this is not unity, call it DA. There is then a corresponding monomal MA, composed
only of the coordinates xi whose indices do not contain DA, of the form (3.3) with
qiA =
d
DA
+
d biA
lcm(DA, ki)
, (4.24)
for any integers biA > −lcm(DA, ki)/DA, with total degree d if
∑
i(ki+DAkib
i
A/lcm(DA, ki)) =
DA. (In general there can be more than one admissible monomial if several values of
biA are permitted.) It is then easy to see that DA is the periodicity of this monomial,
and hence the modulus ϕA as well. Consequently the total periodicity is simply4
D ≡ lcm({DA}) , (4.25)
and the periodicity requirement for an eigenvalue αnJ is that NJ = ℓJD for some integer
ℓJ .
Hence for Fermat cases, one may deduce whether there are W = 0 vacua entirely
from the ki. As discussed in the last subsection, any integer d/pα with pα a prime factor
of d that is absent from the ki becomes a value of N for a set of unfaithful eigenvalues;
the periodicity condition is satisfied if this d/pα is a multiple of all common factors of
the set of ki. For non-Fermat cases, the monomials live in WCP
4
kˆ1,kˆ2,kˆ3,kˆ4,kˆ5
and cannot
be analyzed so simply; we comment on a few non-Fermat examples in the next section.
The requirement of the periodicity condition may remove dimensions from the
space of possible fluxes. It corresponds precisely to the fact that the vector space of
periods V can have dimension larger than the cyclotomic field Fd, and hence can place
additional constraints on the fluxes. Instead of b3 − φ(d), the more general formula is
b3 − dimV, corresponding to the number of eigenvalues that unfaithfully represent Zd
as well as complying with the periodicity condition (4.16) on U(ϕA). This is our result
for the incidence of R-symmetric W = 0 vacua in hypersurfaces in weighted projective
space, whose agreement with the counting (4.4) indicates that the construction via the
R-symmetry constraint (4.14) produces all the relevant vacua.
4For Fermat examples this coincides with the weight of the hyperplane class of M [23].
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4.6 Enhanced symmetries for special values of the dilaton
The R-symmetries we have constructed all involve a transformation of the complex
structure moduli, with the dilaton inert. Imposing additional constraints on the fluxes,
one may enhance these symmetries by allowing the dilaton to transform.
These transformations are associated with vacua where the dilaton sits at one of
the fixed points of the SL(2,Z) modular group, either the Z2 fixed point φ = i or the
Z3 fixed point φ = exp(πi/3). Consider a transformation including a Z2 action on the
dilaton,
ψ → αMψ , ϕA = αQAMϕA , φ→ −1
φ
. (4.26)
If the fluxes satisfy the constraint
h · AM = ±f , f ·AM = ∓h , (4.27)
the transformation of the superpotential becomes
W (ψ, ϕA, φ)→ ±α
−M
φ
W (ψ, ϕA, φ) . (4.28)
Because the dilaton transformation acts as Ka¨hler transformation on the Ka¨hler po-
tential, the superpotential must transform with the factor 1/φ for the total to be a
symmetry.
The constraints (4.27) require that A2M has eigenvalue −1. Hence we see that if
an R-symmetry associated to a relation g = g · AN obeys N = 4M for integer M ,
we can extend the Zd/N R-symmetry to its “fourth root”, the larger Zd/M = Z4d/N
transformation (4.26).
Using the flux constraints (4.27) and the formula (4.9) for the dilaton, one may
show that φ = i in the vacuum; hence as with the complex structure moduli space, the
symmetries are present at fixed points of the modular group action.
An analogous situation holds for the Z3 transformation on the dilaton
ψ → αMψ , ϕA = αQAMϕA , φ→ 1
1− φ . (4.29)
In this case the flux constraint is
h · AM = ±(h− f) , f · AM = ±h , (4.30)
and the transformation of the superpotential becomes
W (ψ, ϕA, φ)→ ± α
−M
1− φW (ψ, ϕ
A, φ) . (4.31)
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In this case the requirement is that A3M has eigenvalue ∓1. Hence for an R-symmetry
Zd/N associated to g = g · AN with N = 3M , one can promote it to a symmetry
Z3d/N (4.29) that cubes to the original R-symmetry. Similarly, a symmetry Z2d/N
corresponding to g = −g ·AN/2 can be promoted to Z6d/N . The flux constraints (4.30)
require the vacuum value of the dilaton to lie at the Z3 point, φ = exp(πi/3).
The possibility of enlarging the R-symmetry for special values of the fluxes will in
fact be realized in all of our explicit Fermat models, as we shall tabulate in section 5.
4.7 Counting W = 0 vacua
As described in section 2, the set of all IIB flux vacua satisfying DW = 0 with tadpole
no greater than L scales like
√
L
2b3
, where 2b3 is the number of fluxes. One is interested
in the counting of vacua obeying W = 0 as well.
In [12], an estimate was made for the number of W = 0 vacua,
Nvacua ∼
Hmax∑
H=1
H2D−ηLb3−(η+D)/2 , (4.32)
with in our notation D ≡ dimV, η = b3 dimV/2. Here the height H(φ) takes into
account the value of the dilaton appearing in the DϕAW = 0 equations and its effect
on the ability to solve the equations by varying the fluxes.
However, although the formula (4.32) correctly accounts for the dilaton dropping
out of the equationsDφW =W = 0, it does not take into account the resulting triviality
and dilaton-independence of the DϕAW = 0 equations. Hence for the class of vacua we
study, (4.32) will not give a proper counting of vacua; the dilaton-independence means
the height H(φ) does not contribute, and the triviality of the DϕAW = 0 equations
means fewer constraints are imposed.
Instead, the counting of vacua is much simpler. The dimension of the space of
solutions for each f and h is simply the number of eigenvalues of A that unfaithfully
represent Zd, as well as being compatible with the periodicity D. This is equivalent to
imposing dimV constraints on the b3 available fluxes. Taking into account both f and
h flux, we find the counting
Nvacua(W = 0) ∼ Lb3−dimV , (4.33)
with b3 − dimV the number of acceptable eigenvalues. Recalling that all flux vacua
scale as Lb3 (2.13), we find that the suppression is given precisely by the dimension of
the vector space of periods,
Nvacua(W = 0)
Nvacua
∼ L− dimV . (4.34)
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One would like to estimate (4.33) as b3 grows. In particular, do W = 0 vacua make up
a sizable fraction of all vacua in this limit, or become a set of measure zero?
We recall from (4.3) that both b3 and dimV lie between φ(d) and d. Hence it is
useful to understand the behavior of the Euler totient function φ(d) as d grows; the
following results may be found, for example, in [25]. This function does not behave
smoothly, as one has φ(d) = d−1 for d prime, while it may be considerably smaller han
d when the integer is highly composite. One always has φ(d) ≥ √d except for d = 2, 6,
and for d not prime there is an upper bound:
√
d ≤ φ(d) ≤ d−
√
d , d composite . (4.35)
Models where the suppression factor (4.34) is least for fixed b3 are hence those where
b3 ∼ d and dimV ∼ φ(d) ∼
√
d, giving
Nvacua(W = 0)
Nvacua
∼ L−
√
b3 . (4.36)
Hence, as b3 grows large, W = 0 vacua are invariably more and more suppressed;
however, for these least suppressed cases the suppression is a strictly smaller power
than the total number of vacua, indicating that the number of W = 0 vacua to leading
order in b3 scales the same as the total number of vacua, going as L
b3 .
Furthermore, for d→∞ the totient function tends towards
φ(d→∞)→ e−γ d
log log d
, (4.37)
where γ is the Euler-Mascheroni constant with e−γ ≈ 0.561. Hence for all bd ∼ d,
dimV ∼ φ(d) models the suppression factor (4.34) remains strictly smaller than the
total number of vacua, and again to leading order in b3 the number of W = 0 vacua is
Lb3 .
Making more precise statements requires being able to determine more precisely
how the dimension of the vector space of periods dimV differs from φ(d) in the limit
of large b3. In particular, in making the above estimates we have assumed that taking
dimV ∼ φ(d) is valid for some models in this limit. We do not analyze this further
here, but leave it as an interesting open question.
5. Examples
In this section we apply the analysis of the previous sections to some simple hyper-
surfaces in weighted projective space: the Fermat models with one, two and three
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(k1, k2, k3, k4, k5) d {nJ} φ(d) R-sym
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1) 5 {1, 2, 3, 4} 4 —
(1, 1, 1, 1, 2) 6 {1, 2, 4, 5} 2 Z2(Z6)
(1, 1, 1, 1, 4) 8 {1, 3, 5, 7} 4 —
(1, 1, 1, 2, 5) 10 {1, 3, 7, 9} 4 —
Table 1: One-parameter models (b3 = 4).
parameters enumerated in [26]. The one-parameter cases were already described in
[12] and our results agree with that discussion. We see that the case for the two- and
three-parameter models are similar: not every space is compatible with W = 0 vacua,
but a significant fraction are.
We also describe a non-Fermat model possessing W = 0 vacua. At the end of
the section we discuss generalizations of these results, and present an example of a
Calabi-Yau defined as the intersection of multiple polynomials.
5.1 Fermat models
In one-parameter models the U(ϕA) are absent and the periodicity condition is therefore
absent as well. Hence the only question is whether the R-symmetry constraint can be
imposed, or equivalently, whether b3 − φ(d) > 0, which is the language in which the
issue was studied in [12]. Of the four models listed in table 1, only the d = 6 model
(1, 1, 1, 1, 2) satisfies this relation.
Besides the values of d and φ(d) for each model, we have listed the period indices
{nJ}, which give the eigenvalues αnJ of the monodromy matrix A, with αd = 1. We
have denoted in bold those b3 − φ(d) eigenvalues that share a common factor with d
and hence do not faithfully represent Zd. The last column displays the R-symmetry for
the model that does possess W = 0 vacua, and in parentheses the enlarged symmetry
present when combined with a transformation of the dilaton; those with no R-symmetry
do not have W = 0 vacua. This analysis is completely in agreement with [12].
We now turn to the two- and three-parameter hypersurfaces as listed in [26] (we
leave out a three-parameter model that has a non-monomial deformation). Tables 2 and
3 contain additional columns listing the monomials corresponding to the ϕA moduli,
as well as the total periodicity D of those monomials. Again those eigenvalues of A
that are not faithful are bold, and when W = 0 vacua are present, the R-symmetry is
listed. The W = 0 vacua for the model (1, 1, 1, 2, 6) were previously found in [21].
In most of these cases, all the eigenvalues of A are compatible with the periodicity
condition (4.16) set by D, namely that NJ ≡ d/ gcd(nJ , d) = ℓJD for some integer
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(k1, k2, k3, k4, k5) d {nJ} φ(d) monom D R-sym
(1, 1, 2, 2, 2) 8 {1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7} 4 x41x42 2 Z4(Z8)
(1, 1, 2, 2, 6) 12 {1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11} 4 x61x62 2 Z6(Z12)
(1, 3, 2, 2, 4) 12 {1, 2, 5, 7, 10, 11} 4 x61x22 2 Z2(Z6)
(1, 7, 2, 2, 2) 14 {1, 3, 5, 9, 11, 13} 6 x71x2 2 —
(1, 1, 1, 6, 9) 18 {1, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17} 6 x61x62x63 3 —
Table 2: Two-parameter models (b3 = 6).
(k1, k2, k3, k4, k5) d {nJ} φ(d) monom D R-sym
(1, 2, 3, 3, 3) 12 {1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11} 4 x41x42, x81x22 3 Z4(Z12)
(1, 3, 3, 3, 5) 15 {1, 2, 4, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14} 8 x51x25, x101 x5 3 —
(1, 2, 3, 3, 9) 18 {1, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 15, 17} 6 x61x62, x121 x32 3 Z6(Z18)
(1, 1, 2, 8, 12) 24 {1, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23} 8 x61x62x63, x121 x122 4 —
Table 3: Three-parameter models (b3 = 8).
ℓJ . The exception is the (1, 2, 3, 3, 3) model, which has four unfaithful eigenvalues,
α2, α3, α9, α10 with α12 = 1. For α2 and α10, we can satisfy the condition g = g · A6,
compatble with the periodicity D = 3. For the other two eigenvalues, however, the
corresponding condition would be g = g · A4, which is incompatbible with D = 3;
hence only the first two eigenvalues generate acceptable flux vector solutions. This
corresponds precisely to the fact that in this example, dimV > φ(d) as discussed in
section 4; we have dimV = 6 while φ(d) = 4. The dimension of available fluxes is then
b3 − dimV = 2, rather than b3 − φ(d) = 4.
Hence we see for these simple examples that W = 0 vacua, while not present
in every model, are not uncommon and arise in an order one fraction of the cases
considered.
5.2 Non-Fermat models
Most hypersurfaces in weighted projective space are not Fermat, so it is useful to
identify non-Fermat models for which this construction applies. Of the sixteen non-
Fermat models with two or three parameters listed in [18, 27] we find two cases with
W = 0 vacua. The simpler is the two-parameter model with weights (1, 1, 1, 2, 3) and
d = 8. Here b3 = 6, φ(8) = 2 and the b3 − φ(8) = 2 unfaithful eigenvalues are α2, α6
with α8 = 1, allowing us to impose the R-symmetry constraint
g = g · A4 . (5.1)
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To calculate the periodicity D, we proceed as follows. A choice for the defining poly-
nomial is
P0(xi) = x
8
1 + x
8
2 + x
8
3 + x
4
4 + x
2
5x4 , (5.2)
leading to the mirror polynomial
Pˆ0(yi) = y
8
1 + y
8
2 + y
8
3 + y
4
4y5 + y
2
5 , (5.3)
defined in WCP41,1,1,1,4 with dˆ = 8. The orbifold group defining the mirror is H =
Z8 × Z8, and the monomial other than y1y2y3y4y5 invariant under H is (y1y2y3y4)2.
Hence Q = 2 for this monomial, and the periodicity is D = d/Q = 4. Since N = 4 = D
in (5.1), the periodicity condition is satisfied and we indeed find W = 0 vacua in this
example; the R-symmetry is
Z4 : ψ → α2ψ, ϕ→ −ϕ . (5.4)
The three-parameter model (1, 1, 2, 3, 5) with d = 12 has W = 0 vacua as well, as one
can show in an analogous fashion; there only two of the four unfaithful eigenvalues are
compatible with the periodicity condition.
Thus we see that W = 0 vacua are not restricted to the Fermat cases. In this
small sample the Fermat cases seem to have a higher incidence of W = 0 vacua, but
one should bear in mind that the non-Fermat class always includes those models with
prime d (except the quintic), which never support W = 0 vacua by this construction.
It would be interesting to quantify more precisely the statement of the periodicity
condition for non-Fermat examples, and thus understand whether W = 0 vacua are of
greater (or lesser) incidence in Fermat cases than in non-prime non-Fermat models.
5.3 Complete intersection Calabi-Yau models
Hypersurfaces in weighted projective space represent a subclass of the more general class
of spaces defined as the intersections of multiple hypersurfaces in products of projective
spaces. We have not discussed this more general class at all, but one naturally wonders
whether our methods may be applied in that more general context.
In this section we give an example of an analogous construction of W = 0 vacua in
a simple space [17] defined via the vanishing of two cubic hypersurfaces in CP5:
P1 = x1x2x3 − 3ψx4x5x6 , P2 = x4x5x6 − 3ψx1x2x3 , (5.5)
where the single parameter ψ is the only one surviving the H-projection to the mirror
[28]. There is a Z6 monodromy around ψ = 0, represented on a Picard-Fuchs basis of
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periods as
A =

−4 − 3 − 2 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
−8 − 6 − 5 2
 . (5.6)
This transformation has the interesting property that A6 6= 1 (in fact there is no power
of A that is the identity); this is related to a logarithmic singularity in the periods at
ψ = 0, absent for simple hypersurfaces. Nonetheless, the eigenvalues of A do represent
Z6; in fact they represent Z6 unfaithfully, as they are all cube roots of unity. Hence we
can impose the R-symmetry constraint
f = f · A3 , h = h · A3 , (5.7)
to obtain fluxes that lead to W = 0 vacua.5 The associated R-symmetry is
Z2 : ψ → −ψ . (5.8)
Since all four eigenvalues of A3 are +1, naively one might think that all fluxes produce
W = 0 vacua; however, two of the associated eigenvectors of A3 actually vanish, a
novel occurance for the CICY models that we did not encounter previously. Hence
the W = 0 vacua occur at codimension two in the space of fluxes. As this is a one-
parameter model, there is no periodicity condition; the logarithmic singularity of the
periods at ψ = 0 is removed by a Ka¨hler transformation.
For the other one-parameter CICY models presented in [17], there is always a Zd
monodromy action around ψ = 0, with d the sum of the degrees of the polynomials. A
similar analysis then holds for them. We have not considered more complicated CICY
spaces in any further detail, but we see no reason in principle why this construction of
W = 0 vacua does not apply over the entire class.
6. Conclusions
We have demonstrated a general construction for obtaining type IIB flux vacua with
vanishing superpotential and discrete R-symmetries. The discrete R-symmetry appears
at fixed loci of the corresponding modular transformation, in particular at the Landau-
Ginzburg point on the ψ-plane, when the monodromy action on the periods possesses
eigenvalues unfaithfully representing the monodromy group. The remaining condition
5
W = 0 vacua in this model were independently found by A. Giryavets.
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that these eigenvalues are compatible with the periodicity of the additional complex
structure parameters can be thought of as a requirement that these moduli are at
fixed points of the modular transformation as well. We formulated our construction
for hypersurfaces in weighted projective space, but we see no reason why it should
not generalize to the broader class of complete intersections in products of projective
spaces, and we gave a simple example in section 5.
We have also showed that the counting (as usual at large charge tadpole L) of the
W = 0 vacua in the most favorable models approaches the same power law as the set
of all vacua as the number of moduli grows large; the ratio is subleading in b3. There
are also many spaces with no W = 0 vacua. Understanding this distribution better
involves an improved understanding of the asymptotic behavior of the vector space of
periods.
The nature of the construction, that it is valid over a range of parameters, means
that not all complex structure moduli are fixed by the fluxes; this is in addition to the
Ka¨hler moduli, which are never stabilized by fluxes in a IIB vacuum. The nonperturba-
tive effects [5] that can stabilize Ka¨hler moduli in general also depend on the complex
structure moduli, so it is conceivable that all moduli could still be stabilized once all
corrections are taken into account.
We make no claim that our construction exhausts all W = 0 vacua. It is possible
that vacua exist at isolated points, rather than only over a continuous range as we
show here. The rank of the vector space of periods V can become smaller at subloci
on moduli space, as can the ranks of the vector spaces V(n) associated with derivatives
of the periods; if this happens all at the same point isolated vacua with vanishing
superpotential could arise.
This study was motivated partially by the findings of [12] that W = 0 vacua in
one-parameter models were associated with particular arithmetic structure, with the
periods living in field extensions of the rational numbers of small degree, in particular
cyclotomic fields for the hypersurfaces in weighted projective space. We find here,
however, that in general W = 0 vacua are not associated with an arithmetic structure.
The place of the field extension is taken by the “vector space of periods”, which as the
name implies maintains the vector space properties of the extensions without preserving
an obvious product. Special points in moduli space exist at least in some cases where
the vector space reduces in dimension, and may be promoted to a field, associated with
attractor points and complex multiplication [13]. It seems likely that further study of
these connections could shed more light on the mathematical structure of the periods
and the associated vacua.
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